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†JAMIE BLACKETT  The Enigma of Kidson: Portrait of an Eton Schoolmaster
Subversive Chipsian schoolmaster brought to life by the Etonians he inspired & protected      Jun  £25      

HENRY MARSH  Admissions: A Life in Brain Surgery
The author of Do No Harm looks back on his forty year career as a neurosurgeon                      £16.99

ERICA BENNER  Be Like the Fox: Machiavelli’s Lifelong Quest for Freedom 
The brutal world of Renaissance Florence through Machiavelli’s eyes                                                 £20
 
HENRY HEMMING  M: Maxwell Knight, MI5’s Greatest Spymaster
Sheds light on the enigmatic spy and seven men and women recruited by him                                     £20

EMILY RUSSELL A Constant Heart: The War Diaries of Maud Russell 1938-1945
WWII diaries of the connected London socialite, sensitively edited by her granddaughter            £20
 
JOHN RHODEHAMEL  George Washington: The Wonder of the Age 
Concise biography of the preeminent founding father by an authority on his life and writings          £25  

NICHOLAS HYTNER  Balancing Acts
Behind the scenes at the National Theatre; candid account of 12 years at the helm                          £20 

JAMES DELBOURGO  Collecting the World: The Life & Curiosity of Hans Sloane 
Portrait of the natural historian whose curiosity cabinet became the heart of the British Museum      £30

BRENDA MADDOX  Reading the Rocks 
How Victorian geologists discovered the secret of life; a rich group biography                     Jul  £20

SARAH FRASER  The Prince Who Would be King 
The accomplished and ambitious Henry Stuart, whose early death denied him the throne               £25 
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MORGAN RING  So High a Blood: The Life of Margaret, Countess of Lennox 
Tells the story of an ambitious Tudor who held a precarious position in the English court                  £25

NICHOLAS REYNOLDS  Writer, Sailor, Soldier, Spy
Ernest Hemingway’s secret adventures; the novelist’s involvement in mid-20th century spycraft       £20

RICHARD FORD  Between Them: Remembering My Parents 
The writer’s touching tribute to his parents offers insight into mid-20th-century America               £12.99
 
DAVID S. BROWN  Paradise Lost: A Life of F. Scott Fitzgerald
Comprehensive re-examination of the author as a cultural historian and outsider                       £23.95

GEOFFREY ELLIOTT  A Forgotten Man: The Life and Death of John Lodwick 
Expertly revives a great early 20th century novelist all but lost to the mists of time                    Jul  £20

ROSHEEN & CAL FINNIGAN  Letters From the Suitcase 
Fascinating WWII social history told through the correspondence of a divided couple     Jun  £18.99

JOHNNY MERCER  We Were Warriors: One Soldier’s Story of Brutal Combat
Gritty first-hand account of war, heroism and survival in Helmand Province                        Jun  £18.99 

MICHAEL JAGO  Robin Butler: At the Heart of Power from Heath to Blair 
Illuminating account of a career in the Civil Service spanning nearly four decades                         £25

Y. VAROUFAKIS  Adults in the Room: My Battle with Europe’s Deep Establishment 
Bold political memoir by the left-wing Greek economist and former finance minister                  £20 

EVGENY KISSIN  Memoirs and Reflections
The Russian-British-Israeli classical pianist reflects on a life dedicated to music                        Jun  £20 

MIN KYM  Gone: A Girl, a Violin, a Life Unstrung
The story of the former child prodigy & her bereavement when her beloved violin was stolen    £14.99 

THOMAS VOIGT  Jonas Kaufmann: The Authorised Biography 
Traces the German operatic tenor’s career, with contributions from classical music greats       Jul  £20

BERYL GREY  For the Love of Dance: My Autobiography 
The fascinating life and career of the famous classical ballerina-turned-director                   Jun  £25 

JOHN BARTRAM  Park Life: The Memoirs of a Royal Parks Gamekeeper
The author chronicles his final year as the guardian of Richmond Park and its deer              Jul  £16.99

THOMAS COOK  Tragic Shores: A Memoir of Dark Travel 
Memoirs of travels to sites of human tragedy; explores the lessons to be learned from darkness     £20

SHAUN GREENHALGH  A Forger’s Tale
Written in prison, the notorious forger’s account of his career that shocked the art world               £16.99 

WENDY MOORE  The Mesmerist
The engrossing story of John Elliotson, the Victorian doctor who championed hypnosis              £18.99 

HISTORY, POLITICS & CURRENT AFFAIRS 

SIMON THURLEY  Houses of Power: The Places that Shaped the Tudor World 
Reconstructs the great Tudor houses to offer new insights into the monarchs’ public & private lives  £30 

STEPHEN ALFORD  London’s Triumph: Merchant Adventurers and the Tudor City 
The merchants and visionaries who put London on the map in the 16th Century                               £20

WILLIAM DALRYMPLE & ANITA ANAND  Koh-i-Noor
The history of the world’s most infamous diamond; from the Punjab to the British crown      Jun  £16.99 

CHARLIE ENGLISH  The Book Smugglers of Timbuktu 
The quest for this storied city and the race to save its treasures                                                          £20

IAN MORTIMER  The Time Traveller’s Guide to Restoration Britain
Life in the age of Samuel Pepys, Isaac Newton & the Great Fire of London                                   £20 

ANNE DE COURCY  The Husband Hunters: Social Climbing in London & New York
The stories of the Gilded Age American heiresses who married into the British peerage          Jun  £20

CAROLINE MOOREHEAD  A Bold and Dangerous Family
The Rossellis and the fight against Mussolini; a tale of loyalty, resistance and sacrifice            Jun  £20 

JAMES HAWES  The Shortest History of Germany 
2,000 years of German history concisely illuminated; offers a timely new perspective               £12.99 

MICHELE K. TROY  Strange Bird: The Albatross Press and the Third Reich 
How the Penguin precursor navigated Nazi censorship to publish Anglo-American literature          £25

NICK LLOYD  Passchendaele: A New History 
Reveals new evidence about the devastating battle                                                                          £25

JOHN PINFOLD  Petrograd, 1917: Witnesses to the Russian Revolution 
Collection of compelling first-hand accounts from foreign nationals in Petrograd                             £25

SEAN MCMEEKIN  The Russian Revolution: A New History 
Drawing on military archives, McMeekin re-evaluates the puzzling triumph of Communism   Jun  £25  
 
SERGEY YAROV  Leningrad 1941-1942: Morality in a City Under Siege
Recounts the brutal reality of the Leningrad siege through eyewitness accounts                         Jul  £35

LYNNE OLSON  Last Hope Island 
Britain, occupied Europe, and the brotherhood that helped turn the tide of the war                 Jun  £25 

CHRISTOPHER M. BELL  Churchill and the Dardanelles 
Authoritative account of the 1915 failed naval offensive and its impact on Churchill’s career           £25
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All books listed can be puchased online ar heywoodhill.com 
Please return to: Heywood Hill, 10 Curzon Street, London, W1J 5HH

T:+44 (0)207 629 0647 E: tom@heywoodhill.com

The small print: The date of publication, continued availability and prices quoted in this reading list 
are subject to change at the publisher’s discretion. If any actual prices differ from those quoted we will 
notify you before fulfilling your order.

TITLE PRICE QUANTITY

TOTAL

ELIZABETH DRAYSON  The Moor’s Last Stand
How seven centuries of Muslim rule in Spain came to an end; the story of Boabdil                    £17.99

DAVID RUTLAND & EMMA ELLIS  Resolution
Two brothers, a nation in crisis, a world at war; the Manners family in Georgian England               £30  

ROBERT BICKERS  Out of China
How the Chinese ended the era of Western domination                                                           £30
 
BILL EMMOTT  The Fate of the West 
The battle to save the world’s most successful political idea: liberal democracy                            £20 

J. ALLEN & A. PARNES  Shattered: Inside Hillary Clinton’s Doomed Campaign 
How Clinton lost the 2016 election to Trump; blow-by-blow account of a catastrophic defeat  £16.99 

D. GRANN  Killers of the Flower Moon: The Osage Murders & the Birth of the FBI 
The true story of the Osage Indian murders and their investigation by the then fledging FBI              £20

SHAWN LEVY  Dolce Vita Confidential
Fellini, Loren, Pucci, paparazzi and the swinging high life of 1950s Rome                                        £20 

STEPHEN O’SHEA  The Alps: A Human History from Hannibal to Heidi & Beyond
Part history, part travel narrative; the Alps are illuminated with cultural insight and wry humour        £20

MARK KURLANKSY Havana: A Subtropical Delirium
An insider’s view of Havana; the city’s culture and contradictions brought spectacularly to life   £16.99

CHARLES SAUMAREZ SMITH  East London 
Personal tour of ever-evolving East London and its unique history                                       pbk  £19.95 

JOHN MAN  Amazons: The Real Warrior Women of the Ancient World
Reveals the truth behind the powerful tribe of warrior queens assumed to be mythological     Jun  £20

JAMES EVANS  Emigrants: Why the English Sailed to the New World 
Brings to light the personal stories of the men & women who left Britain for the Americas         Jul  £20

ADRIAN HARDIMAN  Joyce in Court 
Examines Joyce’s obsession with miscarriages of justice in Edwardian courtrooms                  Jun  £25
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PAYMENT

Cheque: Please apply to Heywood Hill for postage costs before sending your  
cheque

Credit Card: Please debit my Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Switch/Maestro 
Card No: _______________________________________________________
Expiry Date: _____________________________________________________
3 Digit Code: ____________________________________________________

Account: Please charge my Heywood Hill account 

If you would prefer, please call the shop to make your order on  
+44 (0)207 629 0647 or email tom@heywoodhill.com

ORDERED BY:

Name: _____________________________________________________________  

Billing Address:______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Postcode ___________________ Country _________________________________

Telephone: __________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________

DELIVERY ADDRESS (if different) 

Recipient’s Name ________________  _____________________________________

Address_____________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Postcode ___________________ Country _________________________________

Postage: Orders can be mailed worldwide. To make sure we offer you the best price possible, postage 
will be calculated on application. We will contact you on receipt of your order with the postage cost.

SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION

ANDREW O’HAGAN  The Secret Life: Three True Stories 
Three non-fiction pieces exploring themes of identity and secrecy in the digital age          Jun  £14.99

DAN SPERBER & HUGO MERCIER  The Enigma of Reason
A new theory of human understanding; set to spark debate among psychologists & philosophers  £25

RICHARD DAWKINS  Science in the Soul
Selected writings of a passionate rationalist; explore the power & joy of scientific discovery  Jun  £20

A.C. GRAYLING  War: An Enquiry 
The philosopher considers the vices and virtues of war in new moral terms                              £16.99 
 
CHRISTOPHER DE BELLAIGUE  The Islamic Enlightenment
The modern struggle between faith and reason                                                                       £25

ROY HATTERSLEY  The Catholics
The Church and its people in Britain and Ireland, from the Reformation to the present day             £25 

ALEC RYRIE  Protestants: The Radicals Who Made the Modern World 
The global & ever-evolving story of Protestantism, on the 500th anniversary of Luther’s rebellion     £25

GEOFFREY WEST  Scale 
The universal laws of life & death in organisms, cities & companies; riveting science writing           £25 

JOHN & MARY GRIBBIN  Out of the Shadow of a Giant
Hooke, Halley & the birth of British science. What if Isaac Newton had never lived?                      £25

ART, ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN 

LAURA BURLINGTON & HAMISH BOWLES  House Style
Five centuries of fashion at Chatsworth, home to the Devonshires                                           £29.95

JEREMY MUSSON  Robert Adam: Country House Decoration & the Art of Elegance
Celebrates the work and legacy of the great 18th century architect                                           £45

ROS BYAM SHAW  Perfect French Country
A homage to the relaxed and timeless style of French country home interiors                                £30

CHRIS STEPHENS  David Hockney 
A retrospective of Hockney’s career to-date showcased through over 200 works                           £40 

HELEN BURNHAM & ELLEN MCBREEN EDS.  Matisse in the Studio 
Explores how objects from Matisse’s studio influenced his art; companion to RA exhibition            £40
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WILLIAM LAFFAN  Abbey Leix: An Irish Home and Its Demesne
Chronicles the evolution of the great house and its gardens through the ages                                  £40

ANDY FRIEND  Ravilious & Co: The Pattern of Friendship 
Explores the artistic network of Eric Ravilious, from their student days to WWII                           £24.95   

REUEL GOLDEN ED.  Andy Warhol: Seven Illustrated Books 1952-1959 
Immaculate replica of Warhol’s seven handmade books showcasing his unique creativity    Jul  £150

CATHERINE GRENIER ET AL.  Alberto Giacometti 
In-depth survey of the artist’s career, exploring his influences, approach & development  pbk  £24.99

ROBERTA BERNSTEIN ET AL.  Jasper Johns
Five volume catalogue raisonné of painting and sculpture, from 1954 to 2014                        £1,200

DAVID KNIGHT  Gerald Laing: Catalogue Raisonne of Painting and Sculpture 2016 
Examines the work and life of the Pop Art pioneer-turned-abstract minimalist                                   £75 

NATALIA MURRAY ET AL.  Revolution: Russian Art 1917-1932
Documents a remarkable period in Russian art; companion to the RA exhibition                               £40

CHARLOTTE ASHBY  Modernism in Scandinavia: Art, Architecture and Design
Detailed new history of modernism across the Nordic region                                                    £85 

PATRICIA LOVETT  The Art and History of Calligraphy 
Explores the development of calligraphy from the Middle Ages to the present day                         £25 

JON CRABB  Graven Images: The Art of the Woodcut 
Insightful showcase of 16th & 17th century prints from the British Library’s collection                 £12.99 

R. MEYRICK & H.HEUSER  C. F. Tunnicliffe Prints: A Catalogue Raisonné
The print work of one of Britain’s foremost wildlife artists; companion to RA exhibition                Jul  £35

JAMES ATTLEE  North Sea: A Visual Anthology 
Vintage & contemporary photography of the North Sea & the people who live beside it               £32

HELEN & WILLIAM BYNUM  Botanical Sketchbooks 
Collected sketches & notes offer insight into the process of creating botanical art             pbk  £29.95

MARTIN KEMP & GIUSEPPE PALLANTI  Mona Lisa: The People & the Painting 
Reveals the reality behind the creation of one of the world’s most famous paintings               Jun  £25

L. DICKERMAN  Robert Rauschenberg: Thirty-Four Drawings for Dante’s Inferno 
Clothbound box with facsimile edition of drawings from 1958-60. Limited edition                Jun  £400

C. COWARD  Nigel Henderson’s Streets: Photographs of London’s East End 1949-53 
Newly digitalised photographs document working-class life on the streets of East London         £24.99 

W. A. EWING ET AL. The Polaroid Project: At the Intersection of Art & Technology 
Celebration of Polaroid as both innovation & means for artistic expression                        Jun  £34.95 

CURT DICAMILLO ET AL.  Villa Astor: Paradise Restored on the Amalfi Coast 
Reveals the splendid history of a landmark villa, garden and art collection                                      £40 

JUDITH MACKRELL  The Unfinished Palazzo: Life, Love and Art in Venice
The remarkable stories of Luisa Casati, Doris Castlerosse and Peggy Guggenheim          Jun  £19.95 

ROSIE RAZZALL & LUCY WHITAKER  Canaletto and the Art of Venice 
Lavishly illustrated catalogue displaying & analysing the work of Canaletto & his contemporaries  £45

D. CLÉVENOT & G. DEGEORGE  Ornament & Decoration in Islamic Architecture 
In-depth exploration of ornamental expression in Islamic architecture                                         £29.95

PATRICK BATY  The Anatomy of Colour: The Story of Heritage Paints and Pigments 
Examines the use of colour and paint in interior design from 1650 to 1960                              Jun  £35

ZAINAB BAHRANI  Mesopotamia: Ancient Art and Architecture 
A detailed survey of the images, artefacts & monuments of the ancient Near East                        £45

MATT GIBBERD & ALBERT HILL  Ornament is Crime: Modernist Architecture 
Reappraisal of the modernist movement & its influence on contemporary architecture      Jun  £29.95

TREVOR H. J. MARCHAND ED.  Architectural Heritage of Yemen
Leading scholars on Yemen’s impressive history of architectural & cultural creativity         pbk  Jul  £35  

KAJAL MEGHANI  Splendours of the Subcontinent: A Prince’s Tour of India, 1875-6 
Presents the South Asian artworks from Edward VII’s tour of the Indian subcontinent                    £29.95

CHRISTOPH L. FROMMEL  Michelangelo’s Tomb for Julius II: Genesis and Genius 
Documents the complicated evolution of Michelangelo’s tomb for Pope Julius II                            £50

HEYWOOD HILL EXCLUSIVE: LA CAPPELLA SISTINA

Heywood Hill is proud to play a supporting role in one of the publishing 
events of 2017. We have been selected as the exclusive London bookseller 
for an extraordinary three-volume photographic record of the Sistine Chapel, 
produced by the Vatican Museum and the esteemed Italian art publisher Scripta 
Maneant.   Only 1999 numbered copies are being prepared. The book is priced 

at £10,000. A display copy is available to view at Heywood Hill. 

---

If you purchase a copy of La Cappella Sistina from Heywood Hill, the publishers 
would be delighted to invite you to a private visit for two to the Sistine Chapel 

outside opening hours, with an expert guide from the Vatican Museum. 

For more information please call the shop or visit heywoodhill.com/shop 
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LAURENT BINET
The 7th Function of 
Language
£16.99 

With an impressive amount 
of research and imagination, 
Binet has created a thrilling 
murder mystery set in a circle 
of French intellectuals and 
political figures in the 1980s. 
The leading question of the 
investigation is: was the death 
of Roland Barthes a murder? 
And if so, who did it and 
why? One need not be fully 
acquainted with  the theories 
of semiotics or structuralism, or 
the details of the 1980 French 
presidential campaign to enjoy 
this riveting read.

HARI KUNZRU
White Tears 
£14.99

In this Blues-infused ghost 
story, British novelist Hari 
Kunzru takes the reader on 
a journey through time and 
through the United States, 
from New York to Mississippi 
via Virginia. Two young 
music fanatics from New York 
discover a song that forces 
them to face up to the past 
and the people abused by 
their ancestors. This novel 
tackles not only the dark past 
of exploitation through forced 
labour in the Southern States 
but also the current issue of 
cultural appropriation.

C A M I L L E  V A N  D E  V E L D E 

IAN MORTIMER 
The Time Traveller’s Guide 
to Restoration Britain
£20 

If one could travel back in 
time to between 1660 and 
1700 one would come across 
one of the most exciting 
destinations in history. It is 
the age of Samuel Pepys, 
the Great Fire of London, the 
bawdy and libertine court of 
Charles II, Christopher Wren’s 
architecture, Henry Purcell’s 
music and Isaac Newton in 
science.

EDWARD DOCX
Let Go My Hand
£16.99

The subject is grim: a father 
who is diagnosed with a 
terminal illness and decides 
to end it all at Dignitas in 
Switzerland. However, he 
wants the approval of his 
three sons, and they travel 
through Europe in a camper 
van which was last used 
in the boys’ childhood. 
What could have easily 
been a true tear-jerker is 
exactly the opposite: witty, 
tender, poignant, sometimes 
laugh-out-loud. Docx writes 
absolutely beautifully – some 
paragraphs are like poetry.

 E L E A N O R  F R A N Z E N

S O M E  R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S 
F R O M  T H E  H E Y W O O D  H I L L  T E A M 

SHOP THE RECOMMENDED READING LIST ONLINE
Remember, you can now purchase all the books featured on our Recommended 
Reading List online. Single and multiple books can be purchased and shipped to 
anywhere in the world and the reading list will be updated seasonally with the 
best new releases. For more information and to shop the latest reading list visit 

heywoodhill.com/new-books

MONTHLY & BI-MONTHLY BOOK SUBSCRIPTIONS
Our famous book subscriptions make perfect presents for book lovers. A Year 
in Books is now available as a monthly or bimonthly subscription for adults or 
children. Throughout the year, recipients receive books that have been carefully 
chosen by our expert booksellers to suit their reading tastes. Each book comes 
beautifully wrapped, with a stylish ‘Cressida Bell for Heywood Hill’ bookmark. 

To find out more visit heywoodhill.com/subscriptions

K A R I N  S C H E R E R  

HENRY MARSH
Admissions: A Life in Brain 
Surgery
£16.99

Following on from his best-
selling Do No Harm, Henry 
Marsh continues to chronicle 
his life as one of Britain’s most 
distinguished brain surgeons. 
Angrily terminating his career 
with the NHS, Marsh faces 
a busy retired life which will 
take him from his lock-keepers 
cottage in Oxford to working 
with friends and former 
colleagues in both Nepal and 
the Ukraine. This is a brilliantly 
written and often emotional 
account of his important work 
and his search for contentment 
in retirement. 

BOBBIE PEERS
William Wenton and the 
Luridium Thief   
£14.99

William Wenton is 
extraordinary – he can crack 
codes, solve the hardest 
puzzles and is probably a bit 
clever for his own good! When 
his grandfather disappears 
his family must flee from their 
London home and he doesn’t 
know why. Against his mother’s 
orders, he finds himself in 
front of a large audience, 
somewhere in Norway, trying 
– and succeeding – to crack 
the world’s trickiest code. From 
there, he is whisked away to 
an amazing secret laboratory 
full of mechanical creatures… 
and then the adventure really 
begins!  

A N D R E W  T U R T O N 

JON MCGREGOR 
Reservoir 13 
£16.99

When a girl disappears at the 
beginning of this novel, you 
read on with the expectation 
that her body will be found, 
a suspect tracked down. 
Instead, McGregor uses the 
disappearance as a window 
onto the lives of ordinary 
people who live nearby. Over 
the next thirteen years, the 
village grows and changes, 
always outlined by measured, 
observant prose.

SARAH SCHMIDT 
See What I Have Done 
£12.99

Schmidt’s powerful, sensuous 
style interweaves the life of 
Lizzie Borden – tried and 
acquitted of the murder of 
her father and stepmother in 
1892 – with the viewpoints 
of Lizzie’s sister Emma 
and the household’s maid 
Bridget. Schmidt resists 
sensationalising, and creates 
a magnificent sense of 
unease without resorting to 
anachronism.

JAMIE BLACKETT
The Enigma of Kidson
£25

Few teachers publish 
memoirs; a tiny number are 
themselves memorialised in 
print. Michael Kidson was 
an inspirational schoolmaster 
and an unforgettable 
character. During a teaching 
career of 30 years, he 
influenced generations of 
Etonions, as revealed in this 
charming, highly readable – 
if unorthodox – biography. 
Jamie Blackett has skilfully 
assembled recollections from 
dozens of former pupils, 
for many of whom ‘Kidney’ 
became an ally and staunch 
defender. 

N I C K Y  D U N N E 
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FASHION & JEWELLERY 

GLENDA BAILEY  Harper’s Bazaar: 150 Years: the Greatest Moments 
Showcases the artistry of the fashion magazine’s great creative minds                                             £40

C. CARRILLO DE ALBORNOZ FISAC  Manolo Blahník: The Art of Shoes
Whimsical alphabet of Blahník’s shoes, relationships and inspirations                                   £32.50 

OLIVIER SAILLARD ET AL.  Yves Saint Laurent: The Scandal Collection, 1971 
Celebration of the 1971 show that rocked the fashion world; beautifully illustrated                        £25

SARAH DAVIS ET AL.  Jeweled Splendors of the Art Deco Era
The Prince and Princess Sadruddin Aga Khan collection; with detailed photography                         £45

GARDENING, NATURAL HISTORY & SPORT

CARLOS MAGDALENA  The Plant Messiah
Adventures in search of the world’s rarest species, by Kew’s devout botanical horticulturist  Jun £16.99 

BRETT WESTWOOD & STEPHEN MOSS  Wonderland
A year of Britain’s wildlife, day by day                                                                                                       £20

SIMON COOPER  The Otters’ Tale 
A year in the life of an otter family living in a water mill in southern England                                £16.99 

JENNY UGLOW  A Little History of British Gardening 
Lively celebration of green-fingered Britain throughout the ages                                                      £18.99 

ALYS FOWLER & STEVE BENBOW  Letters to a Beekeeper 
Charmingly documents a year spent learning to keep bees & plant a bee-friendly garden    Jun  £20 

ADAM NICOLSON  The Seabird’s Cry
The lives and loves of puffins, gannets and other ocean voyagers                                      Jun  £16.99 

PHILIP HOARE  RISINGTIDEFALLINGSTAR 
A beguiling composite portrait of the sea, its people, animals, myths & enchantments         Jul  £14.99  

JAQUELINE YALLOP  Big Pig, Little Pig: A Tale of Two Pigs in France
Reflects on the fading traditions of rural France & the ethics of rearing animals for meat       Jul  £14.99

†TONY ADAMS  Sober: Football. My Story. My Life
Inspirational account of how the football star moved past addiction to continue his career     Jun  £20

†OWEN SLOT  The Talent Lab: The Secret to Finding, Creating & Sustaining Success 
The inspiring inside story of how Team GB became an Olympic superpower                                  £20

FOOD & DRINK 

AARON BERTELSEN  The Great Dixter Cookbook: Recipes from an English Garden 
Seasonal recipes and growing guides from Christopher Lloyd’s English country garden            £24.95 

ED SMITH  On the Side: A Sourcebook of Inspiring Side Dishes 
140 delicious recipes that put the oft-dismissed side dish on centre stage                                            £20 

JONATHAN MEADES  The Plagiarist in the Kitchen
Self-proclaimed “anti-cookbook”, with 125 recipes that shun the myth of culinary originality           £20 

FERNANDO PEIRE & GARY LEE  The Ivy Now: The Restaurant and its Recipes 
Stories, scandals & recipes from the glamorous Ivy restaurant; a centenary celebration           Jun  £30

ANJUM ANAND  I Love India  
A personal collection of Anand’s favourite recipes from all over India                                              £20 

JULIA HEAD  Lola’s: A Cake Journey Around the World 
70 delicious cake recipes from around the globe                                                                      £18.99

FICTION

ARUNDHATI ROY  The Ministry of Utmost Happiness  
Reveals a rich cast of beautifully drawn characters from across the Indian subcontinent     Jun  £18.99

†EDWARD DOCX  Let Go My Hand
A dying father asks his sons to accompany him across Europe; a humorous story of filial love    £16.99 

LAURENT BINET  The 7th Function of Language 
Language is a tool of immense power in this conspiracy thriller about Roland Barthes’ death    £16.99 

CARO FRASER  The Summer House Party 
A group of guests gather at a country house in 1936 for a party that proves fateful                 £18.99

HELEN DUNMORE  Birdcage Walk 
Thrilling novel of loyalty & resistance, set against the backdrop of the French Revolution             £18.99 

TRACY CHEVALIER  New Boy: Othello Retold (Hogarth Shakespeare) 
The tragedy of Othello evocatively transposed into a 1970s Washington playground drama    £12.99 

HARI KUNZRU  White Tears 
Two young musicians are drawn into America’s dark history of race, repression and revenge   £14.99

JON MCGREGOR  Reservoir 13 
A teenage girl disappears in a Peak District village, a loss which haunts the lives of many          £14.99
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MICHEL BUSSI  Don’t Let Go
An idyllic island holiday turns into a manhunt in this genre-bending thriller                                     £12.99 

HARUKI MURAKAMI  Men Without Women
Seven short tales of men who find themselves alone; elegantly observed and gently surreal      £16.99

WILL SELF  Phone 
A five-hundred-pound worry bead unites the four characters in this urgent novel of our times     £18.99 

COLM TÓIBÍN  House of Names 
Spellbinding retelling of the tragedy of Agamemnon, Clytemnestra, Orestes and Electra           £14.99 

F. SCOTT FITZGERALD  I’d Die for You: And Other Lost Stories 
Eighteen short fictions from a master of Modern literature; some never before published            £16.99 

KANISHK THAROOR  Swimmer Among the Stars 
Dazzling debut collection of short fiction from an enchanting new storyteller                                £12.99 

ANITA DESAI  The Complete Stories 
Complete short fiction by Anita Desai; human behaviour observed with subtlety and wit   Jun  £16.99 

JOYCE CAROL OATES  Dis Mem Ber
A collection of unsettling gothic stories exploring obsession, fantasy and madness             Jun  £18.99

POLLY CLARK  Larchfield 
W.H. Auden is a central character in this haunting novel about outsiders and imagination          £14.99 

VIVEK SHANBHAG  Ghachar Ghochar  
When a destitute Indian family come into wealth, the dynamics of their existence change forever  £10 

LAIRD HUNT  The Evening Road 
1920, and two women find themselves fleeing their pasts in an America divided by hatred       £14.99  

JOËL DICKER  The Baltimore Boys 
The tale of three young men whose bright futures become tainted by tragedy, jealousy and lies     £20  

ELIZABETH KOSTOVA  The Shadow Land 
A tantalising mystery surrounding an urn of human ashes, set in contemporary Bulgaria              £14.99 

DONNA LEON  Earthly Remains: Commissario Brunetti 
Whilst on leave, Brunetti soon finds his holiday cut short by the disappearance of a friend        £18.99 

JO NESBO  The Thirst: Harry Hole 11 
There’s a twisted killer on the streets in this dark and tightly plotted Scandi crime thriller                     £20

WILLIAM SHAW  Sympathy for the Devil: Breen and Tozer 4 
The killer of a murdered sex worker has dangerous allies in this tense police thriller                    £12.99
 
DENNIS LEHANE  Since We Fell 
A sharp & sophisticated thriller about marital secrets, with masterfully drawn characters              £12.99

†PHILIP KERR  Prussian Blue: Bernie Gunther Thriller 12
Bernie Gunther is on the run to Germany, where some unfinished business awaits him                 £18.99

ANDREW MARTIN  Soot
A renowned silhouette portrait artist is murdered and the suspects are his last six sitters        Jul  £14.99  

SARAH SCHMIDT  See What I Have Done 
The unsolved 1892 Lizzie Borden murders re-told from conflicting perspectives                         £12.99

JOSEPH KANON  Defectors 
A U.S. spy who defected to Moscow in the 50s wants to publish his shocking memoirs     Jun  £14.99

ABIR MUKHERJEE  A Necessary Evil 
In 1920, the Calcutta Police Force investigate the assassination of the Maharajah’s heir    Jun  £12.99

BENJAMIN BLACK  Prague Nights 
A young doctor finds the body of the emperor’s mistress and is drawn into a dark plot      Jun  £14.99

SIMON SCARROW & LEE FRANCIS  Playing with Death 
A female FBI agent hunts a killer with a warped imagination. A new genre for Scarrow     Jul  £19.99 

STELLA DUFFY  The Hidden Room 
A woman’s hidden past shatters her present in this tense & unsettling psychological thriller  Jul  £16.99 
 
SCOTT TUROW  Testimony 
A new prosecutor examines a cold case -  the disappearance of 400 Roma refugees       Jul  £18.99

LISA JEWELL  Then She Was Gone  
A mother whose daughter has been missing for ten years meets her doppelgänger            Jul  £12.99 

SANA KRASIKOV  The Patriots 
Historical saga about an American-Jewish family’s movements between the US & Russia         £12.99

NEEL MUKHERJEE  A State of Freedom 
In India, five characters strive to transform their realities; inventive & compelling novel         Jul  £16.99 

CONN IGGULDEN  Dunstan 
Anglo-Saxon England brought to life through the story of flawed visionary Saint Dunstan           £18.99 

SARAH DUNANT  In the Name of the Family 
Historical fiction that brings alive the Borgia family and a young Machiavelli                               £16.99 

ALISON WEIR  Six Tudor Queens: Anne Boleyn: A King’s Obsession 
The second novel in the series sees an ambitious Anne Boleyn seeking the crown at any price  £18.99

LUCY HUGHES-HALLETT  Peculiar Ground   
A richly imagined novel observing the impact of history on an Oxfordshire estate & its people  £16.99

MOHSIN HAMID  Exit West 
When civil war comes to their home city, a new young couple must flee to safety                      £14.99
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CHILDREN’S 

3 – 6 

DAVID LITCHFIELD  Grandad’s Secret Giant
Heart-warming tale of belonging & friendship. Who knew giants were so good at hiding?       £11.99 

EMILY GRAVETT  Old Hat 
What matters more, being ‘cool’ or being yourself? Harbet finds out in this charming tale £11.99  

MARIANNE DUBUC  The Lion and the Bird 
A lion helps a wounded bird, sparking a special friendship that lasts through the seasons          £11.99 

ROGER DUVOISIN  The House of Four Seasons 
In this classic picture book, a family must work together to repair their beloved house                 £11.99 

6 – 9 

ADRIAN EDMONDSON  Tilly and the Time Machine 
Tilly & her dad travel back in time to see mummy, but he gets stuck there – can she save him?   £10.99 

MAISIE PARADISE SHEARRING  The Happy Prince: A Tale by Oscar Wilde 
The classic tale of friendship & selflessness, newly adapted with stunning illustrations                 £10.95 

DAVID ALMOND  The Tale of Angelino Brown 
The Browns adopt a tiny angel, but opinions are divided as to how angelic he really is...          £10.99 

ALEKSANDRA ARTYMOWSKA  Amazed 
Ten mind-boggling mazes for young adventurers to solve                                                                 £12.99

9 – 12 

FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT  The Secret Garden: V&A Collector’s Edition 
New hardback edition, with cover designs from the V&A’s William Morris collection                  £9.99 

M.G. LEONARD  Beetle Queen 
Creepy villain Lucretia Cutter is back – and it’s down to Darkus and his friends to stop her          £6.99

BOBBIE PEERS  William Wenton and the Luridium Thief 
First in a fantasy-adventure series featuring robots, cyber-technology & a 12-year-old genius     £6.99

KIRAN MILLWOOD HARGRAVE  The Island at the End of Everything
Ami is exiled from her home and her dying mother. Can a colony of butterflies lead her back?   £6.99

SCARLETT THOMAS  Dragon’s Green: Worldquake Book One
Meet brave Effie Truelove in the first book of the gripping new Worldquake series                      £12.99

JANE JOHNSON  Court of Lions 
The stories of a modern woman & the last Sultan of Granada, linked by a scrap of paper  Jul  £18.99

GEORGE SAUNDERS  Lincoln in the Bardo
As civil war rages, Abraham Lincoln’s 11-year-old son finds himself in a supernatural realm      £18.99

NICKOLAS BUTLER  The Heart of Men 
Novel about fathers, sons, friendship and morality, set in America over five decades          Jul  £12.99 

MICHÈLE ROBERTS  The Walworth Beauty 
Past and present intertwine in an exploration of the lives of women in Victorian London              £16.99 

RACHEL JOYCE  The Music Shop 
A tender story about the trials of love and the salvation music can offer                                 Jul  £14.99 

FAY WELDON  Death of a She Devil  
In the sequel to The Life and Loves of a She Devil, men want power back from women               £16.99  

CHRISTOPHER WILSON  The Zoo 
Satire about a12-year-old food taster, witness to the madness of the Stalin’s inner circle     Jul  £12.99

SIMON SEBAG MONTEFIORE  Red Sky at Noon (The Moscow Trilogy) 
The battle for Stalingrad is the setting for this sweeping historical fiction                                      £16.99 

POETRY & LITERARY CRITICISM 

CLIVE JAMES  Injury Time 
The unexpected sequel to Sentenced to Life; poems about the blessing of family & the arts       £14.99

ALEX PRESTON & NEIL GOWER  As Kingfishers Catch Fire 
A personal anthology of birds spotted in poetry and prose, with sublime artwork                      Jul  £25 

DAMON YOUNG  The Art of Reading 
A tribute to the miraculous process of reading and the art of literary criticism                         Jul  £9.99 
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13+ 

JASON WALLACE  Encounters 
Follows the lives of 6 Zimbabwean schoolchildren who claim to have had an alien encounter    £9.99

ELIZABETH WEIN  The Pearl Thief 
Intriguing murder mystery set in pre-war Scotland – can Julie prove her friends’ innocence?       £7.99 

TANYA LANDMAN  Beyond the Wall 
Her master’s blood is on her hands; a young slave must flee the reaches of the Roman Empire    £7.99

Young Adult (16+) 

PATRICK NESS  Release 
Seventeen-year-old Adam Thorn discovers that an awful lot can change in one day                 £12.99
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